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downloadQ: using preg_replace to replace all occurrences of "maxdiv" in a string I have a string "
This is my random string with maxdiv" and I need to remove all occurrences of "maxdiv" only the
first one. So I need to replace with a blank but keep the rest of the string untouched. I am trying to
do this with $string = preg_replace('/maxdiv/', '', $string); This works to replace the "maxdiv" but
everything following it is removed, and i need to keep it. Can somebody help me? A: You need to use
preg_replace_callback: $string = preg_replace_callback('/maxdiv/',function($m) {return '';}, $string);
Colorado's Stream of Democracy: Building a Movement for a People's Agenda Colorado's Stream of
Democracy: Building a Movement for a People's Agenda Over the last several years, Colorado has
been moving toward what we call a “stream of democracy.” The current state constitution sets forth
an overreach of government in the face of the rights
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